Quarantine Posters

Esat C. Başak

Esat C. Başak (b. 1965) is a multimedia artist who uses techniques of montage, bricolage, and détournement in his aesthetic interventions and subversions. During the 1990s, he published the renowned fanzine Mondo Trasho in Istanbul, Turkey.
These days, if you are above 65 years old, forget leaving your apartment. You may be fined for 3,150 TL under Public Health Law section 1593, subsection 282.
The greatest enemy of Turkish World, Coronavirus must be squashed wherever it is seen.

On the bones: Cough, close contact, nausea and vomiting, fever, old age, diarrhea, travel abroad, bad hygiene, kidney failure, pneumonia, shortness of breath, chronic lung disease.

Be very aware for the Corona that threatens Turkey.
We Know You're Hiding The Number Of Tests And Deaths
Malls First!
Then Hotels!
And Now The Stadiums!
What's Next?

For a Few Dollars More
Mask

In this issue:

The unknown in the pharmacy

&

Stamped at the Post Office
It is not enough to open the malls! Open the beaches as well!

Herd Immunity

Coming to Turkey this Summer!
Ein Film von Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
Quarantäne
mit Hilfe des Ministeriums für Gesundheit
ein Soziales experiment
ZWEI FLIEGEN MIT EINER KLAPPE SCHLAGEN
Film company präsentiert
epidemifilm
NOVAPICTURES
The world is not 5000 years old!
Dinosaurs and people
have never lived in the same period!
Evolution is not a theory,
it's a reality!

Our common ancestor is a single cell!

EVOLUTION
should be taught
in schools!
The Exemplary Story of a Bunch of People Who Tries to Cover Up Their Incompetence with Bullshit Measures.

Curse of Wu-Han

"A masterpiece full of arrogance and ignorance" —Epidemic Empire

"I hope there won't be a sequel" —WHO

"A tragedy that effects all."

"Before your very eyes...

Free Distribution! IT WASN'T!

Pharmacies will sell it! THEY DIDN'T!

Postal Service will sell it! THEY COULDN'T!!

Will be delivered to homes! WHO RECEIVED IT?

Now, only for sale!

A must see for everyone from below 20 to above 65.

Minimum 3 Children Production & Epidemic Films